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Abstract—Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) is a key for
the fifth generation (5G) and beyond wireless communication
systems owing to higher spectrum efficiency, spatial gains, and
energy efficiency. Reaping the benefits of MIMO transmission
can be fully harnessed if the channel state information (CSI)
is available at the transmitter side. However, the acquisition of
transmitter side CSI entails many challenges. In this paper, we
propose a deep learning assisted CSI estimation technique in
highly mobile vehicular networks, based on the fact that the
propagation environment (scatterers, reflectors) is almost identi-
cal thereby allowing a data driven deep neural network (DNN)
to learn the non-linear CSI relations with negligible overhead.
Moreover, we formulate and solve a dynamic network slicing
based resource allocation problem for vehicular user equipments
(VUEs) requesting enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB) and
ultra-reliable low latency (URLLC) traffic slices. The formulation
considers a threshold rate violation probability minimization for
the eMBB slice while satisfying a probabilistic threshold rate
criterion for the URLLC slice. Simulation result shows that an
overhead reduction of 50% can be achieved with 12% increase
in threshold violations compared to an ideal case with perfect
CSI knowledge.

Index Terms—5G and beyond, deep learning, V2X, resource
allocation, URLLC, eMBB, network slicing.

I. INTRODUCTION

The exponential growth of smart devices and plethora
of emerging applications in 5G and beyond require highly
efficient transmission techniques. Initial 5G use cases are
expected to support enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB) and
ultra reliable low latency communication (URLLC) [1]. While
the former requires high peak data rates, the latter focuses on
low-latency transmissions with high reliability.

Vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communication is instrumental
in enabling safer transportation. V2X use cases range from
platooning, autonomous driving, collision avoidance, and in-
fotainment services [2]. The mission critical applications of
autonomous vehicles require highly reliable and low latency
communication. On the other hand, provisioning of entertain-
ment services falls under the eMBB use case, centered on
Gbps data rate transmission [3].

Channel state information (CSI) is of paramount importance
to maximize the performance of 5G systems relying on spatial
diversity harnessing multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
transmission. The knowledge of CSI enables designing effi-
cient transmission, scheduling, and user-association schemes.
CSI brings extra degree of freedom (DoF) by providing

spatial multiplexing and robustness against channel impair-
ments. Moreover, 5G systems are expected to utilize higher
frequency bands in the millimeter wave (mmWave) range,
where communication is contingent upon successful beam
alignment. However, timely and accurate acquisition of CSI is
a major hurdle and it is becoming more challenging with the
next generation of mobile systems. Acquisition of CSI entails
radio resource overhead either in the uplink or downlink whose
overhead scales with the channel DoF [4].

A. Related Work

The conventional method of CSI overhead reduction in-
volves the exploitation of linear structures in frequency, spa-
tial, or time domains. The key idea of overhead reduction lies
in determining signal sparsity or exploiting linear correlation
in the transform domain i.e., angular domain [5]-[6], time do-
main [7], and frequency domain [8]. Furthermore, CSI can also
harness non-linear structures (CSI relation between geograph-
ically separated users), which are studied using a data driven
approach [9]-[10]. The aforementioned deep learning works
achieve an overhead reduction by exploiting the non-linear
structures of CSIs at the basestation and perform CSI inference
at a remote basestation assuming the network has common
scatterers. One common limitation of the linear CSI inference
is its reliance on instantaneous CSI in the transform domain
and the non-linear CSI overhead reduction work involves the
CSI estimation at a control basestation. In the real world,
obtaining accurate CSI is challenging due to channel estima-
tion errors, thereby inevitably leading to system performance
degradation. Moreover, estimating the CSI becomes increas-
ingly difficult when considering mobility. On the other hand,
[11] studies the fundamental blocks of machine learning i.e.,
neural network architectures, training and inference operation,
and communication scenarios for several use cases pertaining
to various mission critical applications in 5G and beyond.
Similarly, several works focus on the resource management of
URLLC [12], [13], and eMBB slices [14]. The joint design
of transmission power and resource allocation for URLLC
traffic in vehicular network with distributed learning is studied
in [12], and an active learning approach for maximizing the
knowledge of network dynamics is presented in [13]. Resource
allocation of multiple slice network (URLLC, eMBB) with
chance constrained optimization is studied in [14]. Towards
this end, the existing resource allocation assume perfect CSI



knowledge without considering the inherent challenges of CSI
acquisition.

Therefore in this work, we propose a deep learning based
CSI inference framework and present a resource allocation
algorithm for mobile vehicular users (VUEs) requesting eMBB
and URLLC traffic slices. The main contribution of this paper
is as follows:
• We introduce a deep learning based CSI inference frame-

work for radio resource overhead reduction in vehicular
networks. The data driven based Deep neural network
(DNN) learns the non-linear relationship between the CSI
of geographically separated VUEs.

• We consider a sliced vehicular network with URLLC
and eMBB slices and formulate the resource allocation
scenario as a rate reliability maximization problem taking
into account the error due to CSI inference.

• We empirically evaluate the performance of the proposed
CSI inference based resource allocation algorithm.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section
II explains the system model and the joint eMBB-URLLC
scheduler. CSI inference model and DNN implementation
is discussed in Section III. Simulation results are shown in
Section IV. Finally, the last section concludes the paper.

II. RESOURCE ALLOCATION OF VEHICULAR NETWORK
UNDER PERFECT CSI

A. System Model

We study a downlink orthogonal frequency-division multi-
ple access (OFDMA) system with MIMO transmission con-
sisting of a set S of road side units (RSUs) and a set V of
vehicles. Vehicles in the network can request the services from
the eMBB or the URLLC slice, which share the available
bandwidth B. In this view, the set of vehicles are partitioned
into {VE,VU}, where VE represents the vehicles requesting
eMBB services and the vehicles requiring URLLC services
are denoted as VU and it is shown in Fig. 1.

We assume that the RSUs are equipped with Nt number of
uniform linear array (ULA) antennas, which are spaced at a
distance of half wavelength and each vehicle has Nr receive
antennas. We utilize the discrete fourier transform (DFT) based
codebook, where the size of codebook is equal to the number
of transmit antennas. The available bandwidth B at the RSU
is divided into resource blocks (RB) and the assignment of
RB to a vehicle is denoted with a resource indicator variable
Ωbs,v ∈ {0, 1}, where Ωbs,v = 1 indicates that the RB b of
RSU s is allocated to vehicle v and Ωbs,v = 0 otherwise. The
received signal by vehicle v ∈ V transmitted by RSU s ∈ S
on RB b at time t is given as:

yb,ts,v = hb,ts,vw
b,t
s,vx

b,t
s,v + zb,ts,v + Ib,ts,v, (1)

where xb,ts,v is the transmitted data, hb,ts,v ∈ CNrxNt is the
communication channel from RSU s to vehicle v, wb,t

s,v ∈
CNtxNr is the beamforming vector from the RSU to vehicle,
Ib,ts,v =

∑
s′∈S/s h

b,t
s′,vw

b,t
s′,vx

b,t
s′,v is the interference from the

neighboring RSUs using the same frequency resources, and
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Fig. 1. Layout of the CSI inference framework.

zb,ts,v ∼ CN (0, σ2) is the additive noise with zero mean and
variance σ2. The wireless downlink channel from the RSU
to vehicle is modelled using the geometry-based stochastic
channel model (GCSM) [15] given as:

hLoS
s,v =

λβ

2πd
exp

(
−j2πd
λ

)
, (2)

where d is the distance (km) of the direct path between the
RSU s and vehicle v, λ is the wavelength, and β corresponds
to the complex antenna amplitude. The vehicles are associated
to the RSU based on maximum received signal strength (max
RSSI) using the LoS channel model (2) and the distance
dependent path loss model: PLdB = 100.7 + 23.5 log(d)
[16]. The network is mapped using a system level simulator,
which uses the link-to-system (L2S) interface for modelling
radio links and require channel state information (CSI) as
an input. Maximal ratio combining (MRC) is used at the
vehicular devices to exploit spatial diversity and signal-to-
interference-plus-noise (SINR) calculations are performed for
every RB. Hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) mecha-
nism is employed for the re-transmission of failed packets. The
achievable rate Rtv by each vehicle depends upon the allocated
resources and the downlink beamformer i.e.,

Rtv(Ω,W ) =

B∑
b=1

Ωb,ts,vω log
(
1 +

P b,ts,v|h
b,t
s,vw

b,t
s,v|2

σ2 + Ib,ts,v

)
, (3)

where Ω represents the resource allocation vector, ω is the
bandwidth of RB, wb,t

s,v ∈W is the transmit beamformer from
RSU s to vehicle v.

B. Joint eMBB-URLLC Resource Allocation Policy

The focus of this work is to allocate RBs to serve eMBB
and URLLC VUEs. Towards URLLC, the goal is to ensure the
services are provided within the maximum allowed delay to
achieve the threshold rate RU, i.e., P(R̄v ≤ RU) ≤ ε, v ∈ VU.
Here, R̄v = 1

t

∑t
τ=1R

τ
v is the time average rate of vehicle and



ε is very small threshold violation probability. For eMBB ser-
vice, it is essential to guarantee the threshold rate by adopting
best effort threshold violation probability minimization, i.e., to
minimize maxP(R̄v ≤ RE), v ∈ VE. In this view, we propose
a heuristic resource allocation policy presented in Algorithm 1.
Therein, RSUs orthogonally allocate RBs among VUEs with
the priority towards URLLC and the remaining resources are
scheduled over eMBB VUEs.

CSI is an important input parameter for the L2S interface
and it is mapped to the corresponding mutual information
curves for the computation of error probability. The rationale
in the proposed algorithm is that the URLLC VUEs need
to ensure a target reliability, while the eMBB VUEs are
minimizing the maximum threshold violation probability using
the remaining resources.

Algorithm 1 Joint eMBB, URLLC scheduler
Input: The set of all vehicles VE ∪ VU and reported CSI C
Output: RB allocation Ω

1: for time = 1, ..., t do
2: Compute P(R̄v ≤ X), X ∈ {RE, RU}.
3: Estimate W using C, ∀ v.

RB allocation:
4: Compute the error probability per RB by mapping C

to corresponding MI curves.
5: for v ∈ VU do
6: Allocate RBs to ensure P(R̄v ≤ RU) ≤ ε.
7: end for
8: for v ∈ VE do
9: Use the remaining RBs to min maxP(R̄v ≤ RE).

10: end for
11: Compute Rtv as per (3).
12: end for

III. RESOURCE ALLOCATION USING CSI INFERENCE

In this section, we investigate the non-linear CSI relation-
ship between geographically separated VUEs and propose a
CSI inference framework based on DNN. The aim is to enable
low CSI overhead wireless connectivity in a sliced vehicu-
lar network via resource slicing. To perform radio resource
scheduling of eMBB and URLLC slices we need an estimate
of the channel statistics. However, acquiring the accurate CSI
entails many challenges especially when the users are mobile
and the overhead of CSI estimation may deplete the available
radio resources. In this regard, we estimate the CSI of URLLC
users due to their strict reliability requirement while the CSI
of eMBB users are inferred to avoid resource scarcity.

Towards this end, we start with describing the non-linear
relation between the CSI of geographically separated VUEs,
which can emerge due to the existence of some location based
components or common scatterers as shown in Fig. 1. It is
well known that linear correlations exists among co-located
antennas that are of the order of wavelength apart from each
other [17] and there exists a region of stationarity within which
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Fig. 2. Mutual information and the canonical correlation coefficient of
reported and inferred CSI.

the CSI can be treated as a wide sense stationary (WSS) pro-
cess. To prove the non-linear relationship for geographically
separated VUEs, we resort to mutual information (MI) that is
a measure of mutual dependency between the two random
variables. Fig. 2 shows the MI and canonical correlation
coefficient (measure of the association/correlation among two
sets of variables) as a function of angular resolution, where the
canonical correlation between the two CSIs is almost zero and
the MI is non-zero, hereby validating the point that there exists
some non-linear relation. Moreover, the proposed approach is
different from the works [9]-[10], in that we infer the CSI of
a neighboring vehicle while these works study the inference
problem for a neighboring basestation as shown in Fig. 2.
The works [9]-[10] infer the CSI of the same user at a remote
basestation, while we infer the CSI of remote user for the same
basestation.

A. CSI Inference and RB Allocation

CSI inference of a remote vehicle given the reported CSI
of another neighboring vehicle is proposed. CSI at the RSU
enable the design of the downlink beamformers, which are
used for spatial diversity and multiple spatial access. In
particular, we consider a communication system consisting
of mobile vehicles which have the common scatterers. Lets
consider a URLLC vehicle v whose CSI cv is reported and
corresponding downlink beamformer wv is estimated by the
RSU i.e., |hb,ts,vwb,t

s,v(cv)|2 = 1. Furthermore, let there be
a neighboring eMBB vehicle v′ whose CSI ĉv′ and the
corresponding downlink beamformers ŵv′ are inferred i.e.,
|hb,ts,v′ŵ

b,t
s,v′(ĉv′)|2 ≤ 1. The aim of this work, is to infer

ŵv′(ĉv′) given the knowledge of wv(cv) to reduce the over-
head of CSI estimation in the network. Mathematically, we can
cast the downlink beamformer inference problem as a function
mapping of user location and the environment geometry i.e.,
obstacles, reflection and attenuation coefficients as follows:

wv = f(cv,Γ, ζ) and ŵv′ = f(ĉv′ , Γ̂, ζ), (4)

where f(·) denotes the function mapping of downlink beam-
former, (Γ, Γ̂) denote the terminal locations of URLLC and
eMBB vehicle respectively, and ζ specifies the common



propagation environment. The beamformer mapping model
presented in (4) is indirect and infeasible (since there is no
linear relation) for theoretical analysis, therefore we adopt a
deep learning based function mapping approach at the expense
of large training data. Training the NN in offline manner helps
to efficiently solve user scheduling and resource allocation
problems with less overhead. The DNN is trained using the
beamforming loss function L defined as [10]:

L(ŵv′ , ŵ
opt
v′ ) = 1− ŵv′wv′

ŵopt
v′ wv′

, (5)

where ŵv′ is the inferred beamformer of vehicle v′ from the
DFT codebook, ŵopt

v′ is the optimal beamforming vector in
the DFT codebook, and wv′ is the beamforming label. After
the training has converged to an acceptable loss rate, the low
CSI overhead resource allocation follows Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Joint eMBB, URLLC scheduler with reduced
CSI overhead
Input: The set of URLLC vehicles VU and their reported CSI

cv,∀v ∈ VU

Output: RB allocation Ω
1: for time = 1, ..., t do
2: Compute P(R̄v ≤ X), X ∈ {RE, RU}.
3: Estimate wv using cv , ∀ v ∈ VU.

RB allocation for URLLC:
4: Compute the error probability per RB by mapping
5: cv,∀v ∈ VU to corresponding MI curves.
6: for v ∈ VU do
7: Allocate RBs to ensure P(R̄v ≤ RU) ≤ ε.
8: end for

CSI inference for eMBB:
DNN input: cv, v ∈ VU

9: Infer CSI and beamformer of eMBB vehicles via
DNN.

DNN output: cv′ ,wv′ , v′ ∈ VE

RB allocation for eMBB:
10: Compute the error probability for remaining RBs by

mapping cv′ , v′ ∈ VE to corresponding MI curves.
11: for v′ ∈ VE do
12: Use the remaining RBs to min maxP(R̄v′ ≤ RE).
13: end for
14: Compute Rtv as per (3).
15: end for

B. DNN Implementation

The non-linear CSI structure exploitation problem is solved
with deep neural networks (DNNs) based on a data-driven
approach, since it does not require any explicit model of the
propagation environment. In our work, the training data for the
DNN consist of the CSI of the geographically separated users
which is obtained through pilot aided channel estimation in the
offline training phase. The input data is further transformed
into the angular domain followed by quantization to enable
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Fig. 3. DNN architecture for remote beamforming inference.

feature extraction, which represents the large-scale fading
properties of the wireless channel [18]. The CSI angular
domain representation exhibits sparsity which improves the
training of the DNN by lowering the inference error in (5).
Once the offline training has converged to an acceptable
inference error, we proceed with the prediction phase. The
low complexity online prediction phase uses the estimated
beamformer of URLLC vehicle and infers the beamforming
vector of the neighboring eMBB vehicle based on the learned
policy. In the online phase the output of the DNN is a
soft decision which indicates the probability of downlink
beamformers ŵv′(ĉv′) in the DFT codebook. In this way, the
non-linear CSI exploitation helps to enhance the performance
of cellular network by reducing the overhead of CSI estimation
i.e., given the estimate of beamformer of one user we can infer
the beamformer of another. The inference problem per vehicle
and per training sample can be mathematically written as:

Given w(cv), v ∈ VU

min L(ŵv′ , ŵ
opt
v′ )

(6)

The DNN deployed in the RSU utilizes four fully connected
layers as shown in Fig. 3. All the layers use rectified linear
activation units (ReLU) activation except the output layer.
The transformed and quantized CSI data from input layer is
aggregated at a fully connected hidden layer that is composed
of 128 neurons and the aggregated data is passed on to the
output layer, which applies a softmax activation function. The
training of the DNN uses Adam optimizer [19] and rest of the
DNN parameters are listed in Table. I.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section we present the simulations results and evalu-
ate the performance of the proposed algorithm. The proposed
eMBB, URLLC scheduler is evaluated in a vehicular network,
where the vehicles are moving with a speed of 40 km/h and
the rest of the simulation parameters are tabulated in Table I.

The performance of the proposed resource allocation algo-
rithm is analyzed in two scenarios (i) Sparse network (the
resources in the network are more than the vehicles) and (ii)
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Fig. 4. Effect of reliability (ε) on the average eMBB rate and the threshold rate violations.

TABLE I
SIMULATOR PARAMETERS.

Parameter Value
Scenario 3GPP 3D Urban micro
Bandwidth 10 MHz (50 PRB)
Time slot (TTI) 1 ms
Carrier frequency 5.9 GHz
L2S interface MIESM
Traffic Periodic
Tx Power 30 dBm
Tx antenna elements 64
Rx antenna elements 8
Target rate URLLC (RU) 128 kbps
Target rate eMBB (RE) 1000 kbps

DNN Parameters
Number of layers 4
Learning rate 0.0001
Discount factor 0.99
Number of neurons per layer 128
Input Transformed and quantized CSI
Output Soft decision of CSI in DFT codebook

Dense network (the resources are less than the vehicles), which
are represented in Fig. 4. The density of vehicles is varied by
changing the inter-vehicular distance. The proposed technique
reflects the case when CSI is reported by the URLLC users
and the CSI of eMBB vehicles is inferred. The performance of
the proposed technique is compared with the ideal case, which
represents the scenario with perfect CSI knowledge i.e., CSI
is reported by both URLLC and eMBB vehicles.

The average eMBB rates (left y-axis) and the threshold
satisfaction probability (right y-axis) as a function of vehicular
density, and URLLC reliability (ε) is shown in Fig. 4, while
RU = 128 kbps, RE = 1000 kbps is fixed. The proposed
eMBB-URLLC scheduler is aimed to satisfy the URLLC rate
constraint with ε reliability and afterwards use the best effort
approach to satisfy the eMBB target rate. In case of the sparse
network, where the vehicular density is less than the available

resources in the network we can see that eMBB rate target is
achieved with a higher probability for lesser URLLC reliability
values. On the other hand, when the URLLC reliability is
increased (ε = 0.001, 0.0001) there is a decrease in vehicles
satisfying the eMBB target rate. The vehicles in the sparse
case satisfy the eMBB target rate with 76.8% probability
when the reliability of URLLC users is ε = 0.1 compared
to the ideal scenario which satisfies the threshold rate with
89% probability. The probability of users satisfying the eMBB
target for the proposed technique decreases to 6.9%, when the
reliability is increased to ε = 0.01 and it decreases further
with the increasing reliability i.e, the target rate is achieved
by less than 1.4 % of the vehicles with maximum reliability
ε = 0.0001. Furthermore, when the number of vehicles in
the network is increased while keeping the resource same, we
see a decrease in the number of users satisfying the eMBB
target rate. The dense network with reliability ε = 0.1 achieves
the target rate for 0.9 % of the vehicles and it is reduced to
0.5 % when the reliability is increased to ε = 0.0001. On the
other hand, ensuring the reliability of the URLLC vehicles is
related to the resource utilization (e.g., parity, redundancy, and
re-transmissions) [20] i.e., lower reliability results into lower
resource consumption and vice-versa. From Fig. 4 we can see
that as the reliability is increased the eMBB rate decreases
which is due to the lesser number of available resources.
Moreover, the standard deviation of eMBB rates increases
with the increase in reliability i.e., higher rate fluctuations are
observed for high reliability.

The performance of the CSI inference framework is pre-
sented in Fig. 5, which shows the effect of CSI inference
on the beamforming loss. The complementary cumulative
distribution function (CCDF) illustrates the beamforming loss
during inference, where prediction horizon 1 refers to the
inference of same time index {t}, prediction horizon 2 refers to
time indices {t, t+1}, and so on. The observed beamforming
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loss for 90 % of the inference for prediction horizon 1 is 0.13,
and the loss increases to 0.66 when the inference is performed
for prediction horizon 2, and it becomes worse as we try to
infer further in the future. Moreover, it is shown in Fig. 5
that optimal beamformers can be inferred with L = 0 for
87% of the inference in case of prediction horizon 1, and for
prediction horizon 3 the optimal beamformers will always be
inferred with L > 0. The beamforming loss increases as we
try to infer in the future, which is due to the fact that mobile
VUEs will have dynamic propagation environment making the
channels highly fluctuating and making error-free predictions
extremely unlikely.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have formulated a low CSI overhead
based eMBB, URLLC scheduler, which satisfies the URLLC
constraints and minimizes the threshold rate violation proba-
bility of eMBB users. We considered a scenario of multiple
serving RSUs, vehicles, and evaluated the performance of the
proposed scheduler under different URLLC reliability values,
density of vehicles, and multiple inference prediction horizon.
The CSI inference problem considered in this work is solved
using a DNN, which is capable of mapping the non-linear
relationship for the CSI exploitation problem. The existence
of non-linear relationships between the CSIs of geographically
separated users is characterized using mutual information. The
CCDF of the loss function shows that CSI can be inferred for
prediction horizon 1 with 0.13 inference error for almost 90 %
of the times and the CSI inference results into 12% increase
in threshold violations. The proposed approach considerably
reduces the CSI overhead of eMBB vehicles due to the
existence of non-linear CSI relationship.
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